
Filex Galaxy Modular
Single

The Filex Galaxy Modular Single is suitable for 1 screen.
This monitor arm is fully modular and can be expanded to

multiple screens.

Using a monitor arm is much more comfortable and increases
productivity by 10% compared to a wrong position.

Multiple studies have found that using two or more screens can substantially
improve performance (University of Utah, 2008, Colvin et al., 2004, Czerwinski
et al., 2003).

Placing the monitor too low can increase neck strain. Placing it too high (the top
should not be above eye height) can also cause problems. Even more important
may be the adjustability of the depth, allowing for optimal viewing distance all
the time. This helps you absorb information and causes the least eye strain.
Rather than work in the wrong position, this optimal monitor position is much
more comfortable and increases productivity by 10% (Sommerich et al., 1998).

The most modular monitor arm from
BakkerElkhuizen

An ergonomic workspace promotes comfort and productivity of computer

workers. Monitor arms are an important element of this process, creating more

room on your workspace and improving your work posture. The Premium Office

Dual Modular is modular, so that your desired configuration can be realized.. It

is important to use a monitor arm: rather than work in the wrong position, an

optimal monitor position is much more comfortable and increases productivity

by 10% (Sommerich et al., 1998).

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.com/monitor-arms/filex-galaxy-modular-single/


Advantages of the Filex Galaxy Modular Single

Smart cable management
Smart cable control is constructed into the
screen arm. You can now disguise the cables at
the same time as enhancing movement!

Customisable
Thanks to the patented bendy enlargement set
up you could pick the intensity and height.
Comes with a clamp and bolt-through.

Unique
The slide device will increase the putting
options.

Gas spring arm
The Filex Galaxy can flip a 180 degrees at any
hinge. The new strong, patented gas spring arm
can assist among 2 and 12 kg.

Pivotable
The Vesa head has a quick-launch mechanism
and the screen may be absolutely tilted
horizontally, switching from portrait to
panorama mode.

Durable
The Premium Office Monitor arm is 100%
recyclable and is constructed from long lasting
materials.

Knowledge Center

An ergonomic workstation promotes the comfort and
productivity of DSE workers. It is easy to create the
ideal workstation with a few minor adjustments.
Monitor arms provide more space for your workstation
and improve your posture.

In addition, the height and distance of monitor arms
can be adjusted easily. Moreover, more and more
people are working...

Specifications

Weight 4.0 kg (141.8 ounces)

Product code: BNEFG809411 (Multiple versions)

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
Netherlands
tel. +31 365467265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com
website: www.bakkerelkhuizen.com

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ny32LSlQ37I
https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.com/knowledge-center/why-a-monitor-arm-is-a-good-addition-to-an-ergonomic-workplace/

